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Abstract: In this paper we analyze existing methods and languages for modeling agent interactions and propose a SDLMAS Framework for rapid design, development and runtime support of multi-agent systems. The framework provides a simple but expressive declarative language for modeling complex interactions among agents. Proposed language is based on scenarios, sequences of conversation actions directed towards achieving a goal. Scenario descriptions are converted into program code for a chosen target agent platform and system execution is supported by a runtime framework.
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1 Introduction

The development of computer networks in recent years has enabled exponential expansion of distributed information and data accessible through increasing number of computer systems. As a consequence, inevitable requirements have emerged for new software methodologies which allow seamless and transparent access to the expanding amount of information. The principles of agent-centric distributed computing show significant potential to deal with such necessities. This new paradigm advances the typically modular, client-server approach by introduction of concepts like autonomy, interaction and social behavior, to name a few [Jennings et al. 99]. In such systems, agents fulfill own goals autonomously by sensing their environment and by interacting with other agents exchanging data if and when it is in their interest. This context-dependent behavior relies heavily on the characteristics of the environment.

Competitive environment encourages agents to act within market-based framework where they compete with each other for better price, more computing power, shorter service response, etc. An agent’s intentions are predominantly
influenced by its own goals and plans to accomplish them. Alternatively, cooperative environment promotes such agents that will perform their goals in the interest of the wider community or the authoritative entity that secures the fulfillment of the global goal. Typical examples would be applications for task planning and resource scheduling, search engines, or any other where the emergent behavior is influenced by collaborative and mutually non-exclusive individual goals.

Irrespective of the types of agent environment, communication between them is achieved through asynchronous and message-oriented interactions. In addition to physical connection, it requires semantics in order to enable agents to reach a common understanding. Therefore, communication protocols and corresponding dialogue ontology need to be defined too within the framework of a conversation space. This space is defined as a sequence of messages exchanged between agents following a (set of) defined dialogue protocol(s). Protocols allow agents to participate in conversations by prescribing shared protocol semantics and defining conversation space within which agents are enabled to act, still preserving their decision-making autonomy [Greaves et al. 00]. This space is defined by the following: (1) an ontology of common terms that agents need to agree upon, (2) a language for ontology description, and (3) a language for a conversation description.

In this context, we can identify several conversation models in existing literature. The model described in [Bratman et al. 88] is based on a belief-desire-intention (BDI) scheme, but it suffers from the "semantic verification" problem [Wooldridge 00]. The MAP [Walton 03] language offers concepts of scenes and roles in multi-agent systems. Although it introduces an interesting concept of scenes and roles, its agent-centric nature increases complexity of conversation verification where inconsistent and unstructured protocols are not easy to detect. The idea of protocol being defined within an agent’s own business logic is described in [Endriss et al. 03]. The same idea was adopted by the IOM/T [Doi et al. 05] language where main focus is on message flow between agents, rather than agent’s activities like MAP. Unfortunately, the language relies on a particular agent platform which limits its use on other agent platforms and hence large-scale adoption.

This paper introduces a new language, SDLMAS, for scenario description in multi-agent systems, independent of the target platform and implementation language. It adopts an interaction-centric approach with focus on message flow between agents providing intuitive scenario description. The paper also focuses on an SDLMAS platform for rapid development of agent-based systems by enabling automatic code generation from the SDLMAS language into a target implementation language and an agent platform. The platform allows scenario development and execution by providing a runtime framework and placeholders
for agent’s internal business logic, leaving complexity of interactions and message propagation hidden from the developer, thereby letting him/her concentrate on agent functionalities.

The initial motivation for the development of the SDLMAS language was support of multi-agent simulation system for prediction and scheduling of engine overhaul in aerospace industry [Stranjak et al. 08]. Complex scenario descriptions of interactions between engine fleet managers and overhaul bases required significant design and development efforts. Such difficult problem would require a declarative language for conversation framework definition within which simultaneous interactions would occur without explicit specification of their ordering or timing. In addition to this, a requirement to define intertwining protocols was necessary to enable cross-scenario communication. In other words, this would allow agents to achieve given tasks or gather required information within one scenario and to communicate them to the other. These agents would need to maintain several conversations simultaneously during negotiations for the best shop visit time and repair slot while utilizing balance between revenue earned from the engines in service and an acceptable risk of disruption. Current scenario description languages cannot satisfy given requirements and therefore it was necessary to define a new interaction description language and build a corresponding platform.

The SDLMAS platform was created in order to equip a designer with the facility to describe negotiation scenarios and a developer to concentrate only on agent’s business logic by generating necessary helper classes to support message passing, execution of scenario actions and invocation of given business procedures. This way, the development cycle was shorten several times with significantly increased reliability of the system stability after deployment.

The SDLMAS language and platform are applicable not only in closed multi-agent systems such as a specialized simulation system described above, but are suitable for a wide variety of MAS applications involving moderate-to-complex interactions, such as e-commerce [Papazoglou 01] and supply-chain management systems and simulations [Podobnik et al. 08], information retrieval systems [Sliwko et al. 07], agent based recommender systems [Zhang et al. 08] etc. With the future incorporation of fine-grained security mechanisms, the SDLMAS platform will gain even larger potential for its application in open multi-user systems.

2 Scenario Description Language

2.1 Language properties

The SDLMAS scenario description language, together with the SDLMAS runtime framework, represents the core component of the SDLMAS platform. The
language has been designed with the main purposes of facilitating and accelerating design and development phases of multi-agent systems. In order to fulfill those goals three main language properties had to be achieved:

- descriptions of interactions among agents in the multi-agent system must be simple and intuitive, yet scalable enough to allow description of complex agent interactions,
- the language must be expressive enough to allow definition of a strict but flexible interaction space within the described multi-agent system,
- the language must, as much as possible, protect its users from run-time complexities related to interaction management within a large multi-agent system.

The SDLMAS language is a declarative, interaction-centric description language, focused on defining allowed sequences of messages (communicative acts) exchanged among interaction participants (agents in a multi-agent system). In SDLMAS an interaction protocol is defined implicitly, as a sequence of agent actions where order of those actions is important, thus achieving a sequential approach in protocol definition. The language describes conversations among agents as a sequence of conversation actions, where actions define a conditional mapping between incoming and outgoing messages, and an agent’s internal logic. The language explicitly defines conditions for reception and transmission of messages as part of a conversation protocol definition. An elementary action of the language is defined as a procedure that will be executed as a consequence of a condition being satisfied following a message reception. A scenario is formed of a logically complete sequence of conversation actions aimed at achieving some rational effect in the multi-agent system.

The language is restrained to communication aspect of multi-agent systems, thus enforcing strict separation between conversation actions and internal agent logic implementing agent reasoning. Although direct influence on agent decision process is not possible, inadequate expressiveness could indirectly restrict or bias the way agent reasons or acts, or simply fail the attempt to model interactions of required complexity. The SDLMAS language provides adequate expressiveness by:

- allowing parallelism in agent interactions, defining synchronization points,
- defining conditions on incoming and outgoing messages in conversation actions, including complex logical expressions containing multiple message types and agents as sources or targets of incoming and outgoing messages,
- allowing controlled variations in message exchanges during scenario execution, effectively defining a (possibly infinite) set of allowed interaction scenarios from one scenario definition,
generalizing interaction patterns (scenarios) to roles, not restricting them to particular agents.

Runtime interaction complexities within non-trivial multi-agent systems are predominantly caused by:

- a need to support possibly many scenario instances the agent can concurrently participate in,
- a need to handle parallel conversations with possibly many agents within the same scenario instance, and to ensure conversation adherence to scenario defined rules,
- a need to maintain conversation state with a particular agent within a scenario instance and correctly terminate conversations
- a need to correctly handle exceptions during conversation, both at the execution and at the protocol level.

Most of the mentioned complexities are hidden from the system designer and developer by the platform run-time mechanisms, although the language itself provides several features, including language elements for representation and simultaneous communication with a variable group of agents sharing the same role.

Due to its simplicity, declarative nature of scenario definitions and strict separation of communication aspects of multi-agent system from agents’ internal implementations, developed scenarios are completely independent of the agent platform and implementation language. As such, they allow relatively simple analysis and consistency validation, as well as transformation into alternative models. As the final step in the process of modeling and designing interactions within a multi-agent system, defined interaction scenarios are transformed into a program code for target agent platform and implementation language.

2.2 Example scenario

The example system depicted on [Fig. 1] represents a set of electrical power producers and consumers within an autonomous vehicle. All of the producers and consumers are abstracted with corresponding agents and form a virtual energy market. The aim of the system is to optimize energy usage patterns within a vehicle by modeling power source availability and characteristics, and to adjust power usage policies of power consumers to such characteristics. The intent of this description is not to focus on the described system’s architecture or functionality, but to provide a context for presenting all of the key elements of the SDLMAS language and platform.
Each power consumer within the described system is represented by two agents: a planner agent, in charge of future power consumption planning and reservation, and a scheduler agent, scheduling consumer actions on the basis of acquired power reservations. Consumers are grouped and managed by group coordinators represented by two agent types: a Coordinator agent type and a SchedulerProxy agent type. Coordinator agents, among other duties, hold pre-allocated power reservations from active power sources and distribute it among coordinated consumers, and serve consumer requests for additional power reservations. SchedulerProxy agents negotiate power requests originated from Coordinator agents, mediate power reservation changes with Scheduler agents within their coordination group, and sell power surpluses. Agents of type PowerSource and PowerStorage abstract various power sources and their characteristics. The ConsumerPowerRequest scenario depicts an interaction where an agent of type Planner, representing an electric drive 3, requests additional amount of power for a specified time period in order to perform its task. This power is requested from the agent’s power consumer group coordinator, who can employ two strategies. A requested amount of power can immediately be allocated to drive3 if the sufficient amount of pre-allocated power has been available to the coordinator, or the power can be requested from other system components. As the first step towards obtaining additional power the coordinator issues a call for proposals to all of the other coordinators in the system (represented with SchedulerProxy agents). In turn, scheduler proxies also have two options at their disposal: offer their pre-allocated power for a suitable compensation or issue a call for proposals to all of the consumers (represented with Scheduler agents) in the group they coordinate. In both cases, the offer is returned or a refuse message sent on the basis of availability of pre-allocated coordinator power or willingness of consumers within a coordinated group to release (sell) their power reservations. After all the offers and refusals are collected from peer coordinators, a call for proposal is issued by the coordinator.
Figure 2: Sequence diagram of the ConsumerPowerRequest interaction scenario

to all of the system’s active power sources. Collected offers are evaluated on the basis of their temporal characteristics and compensation requested from the originating source, and the most suitable one is selected. If no satisfactory offer has been received, or no offers have been received at all (in case of high system load), the coordinator can, as the last resort, request additional power from the battery (single power source of such a type in the system). The result of this complex interaction among the system’s actors is finally relayed to the requesting drive3 Planner agent. [Fig. 2] contains a very simplified sequence diagram of the described interactions.

The key characteristic of the presented interaction that makes sequence diagrams less suitable for describing it is the intertwining of three contract net protocols - results from one protocol have influence on execution of other protocols, yielding a large amount of possible variations within the execution of the scenario. Also, there are large sections of parallel conversations among agents and optional executions of certain scenario parts (most of the scenario can be omitted as the coordinator is able to allocate power from its internal reserves).

2.2.1 Example Scenario Definition

This section contains the complete source of the ConsumerPowerRequest scenario defined in the SDLMAS language.

```java
1 agent @planner : Planner;
```
scenario ConsumerPowerRequest {
  action Planner in issuePwrAllocationRequest() {
    msgSnd : (REQUEST -> $coordinator);
  }

  action Coordinator in receivePwrAllocationRequest() {
    msgRcv : (REQUEST <- @planner);
    msgSnd : (CFP -> <SchedulerProxy>) |
           (#INFORM_RESULT -> @planner);
  }

  action SchedulerProxy in receivePwrReleaseProposal() {
    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator);
    msgSnd : (CFP -> <$localSchedulers>) |
             (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator);
  }

  action Scheduler in receivePwrReleaseProposal() {
    msgRcv : (CFP <- @schedulerProxy);
    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @schedulerProxy);
  }

  action SchedulerProxy in collectPwrReleaseProposals() {
    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <$localSchedulers>);
    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator);
  }

  action Coordinator in collectPwrReleaseProposals() {
    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <SchedulerProxy>);
    msgSnd : (CFP -> <PowerSource>);
  }

  action PowerSource in processPwrRequestProposal() {
    msgRcv : (CFP <- @coordinator);
    msgSnd : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE -> @coordinator);
  }

  action Coordinator in decideOnPwrAllocationSource() {
    msgRcv : (PROPOSE | #REFUSE <- <PowerSource>);
    msgSnd : (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <SchedulerProxy>) &
             (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <PowerSource>);
  }

  action PowerSource in allocatePower() {
    msgRcv : (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator);
    msgSnd : (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator);
  }
}
action SchedulerProxy in releasePower() {
    msgRcv: (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @coordinator);
    msgSnd: (ACCEPT | #REJECT -> <$localSchedulers>);
}

action Scheduler in confirmPwrRelease() {
    msgRcv: (ACCEPT | #REJECT <- @schedulerProxy);
    msgSnd: (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @schedulerProxy);
}

action SchedulerProxy in collectConsumerCommits() {
    msgRcv: (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE <- <$localSchedulers>);
    msgSnd: (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator);
}

action Coordinator in collectPwrAllocationCommits() {
    msgRcv: (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE <- <SchedulerProxy>) &
            (#FAILURE | #INFORM_DONE <- <PowerSource>);
    msgSnd: (#REFUSE | #INFORM_RESULT -> @planner) |
            (REQUEST -> battery);
}

action PowerStorage in receivePwrRequest() {
    msgRcv: (REQUEST <- @coordinator);
    msgSnd: (#REFUSE | #INFORM_DONE -> @coordinator);
}

action Coordinator in receiveBatteryResponse() {
    msgRcv: (#REFUSE | #INFORM_DONE <- battery);
    msgSnd: (#REFUSE | #INFORM_RESULT -> @planner);
}

action Planner in receivePwrAllocationResponse() {
    msgRcv: (#REFUSE | #INFORM_RESULT <- $coordinator);
}

2.3 Language description

In SDLMAS language, interaction among agents in a multi-agent system is defined in the form of sequential descriptions of conversation actions - scenarios. A dialog is defined as a set of agent reference type declarations and a set of scenarios. A typical SDLMAS dialog definition is a text file consisting of a header part with agent declarations and a body part containing one or more scenario definitions.

2.3.1 Roles and Scenarios

SDLMAS considers roles as standardized patterns of behavior required of all agents participating in conversations conforming to a set of scenarios the system behavior is defined with. Roles are not defined explicitly, but implicit definition
is present in the form of a role’s conversation actions of all scenarios a particular role participates in. A concrete, explicit role definition is embodied in a generated program code for each of the roles defined in the system. Line 1 of the example scenario contains a declaration of an agent reference, used later in the scenario definition, and its Planner type (role). Planner role behavior is defined by issuePwrAllocationRequest (line 10) and receivePwrAllocationResponse (line 89) conversation actions.

Following declarations of agent references and their types (roles), a number of interaction scenarios are defined. A complete set of scenarios for a multi-agent system describes all valid interactions among its constituent parts and defines an external behavior of that system. Each scenario is identified by a unique scenario name and built of a sequence of conversation actions, implicitly defining an interaction protocol. An individual scenario should focus on addressing only a part of system’s interactions, aimed at some particular goal the system is striving to accomplish using that scenario. In the example presented in this chapter, only one scenario is defined, although it is clear that many more scenarios are necessary in order to completely describe its functionality and external system behavior.

Time ordering of conversation actions is only partially defined by their relative position in scenario definition. For example, actions issuePwrAllocationRequest (line 10) and receivePwrAllocationRequest (line 14) are guaranteed to be executed by agents playing respective roles in order in which they are defined in the scenario. The execution order of actions allocatePower (line 52) and releasePower (line 57) cannot be guaranteed as they belong to separate (parallel) conversations, all that can be guaranteed is that those actions will be executed after decideOnPwrAllocationSource (line 46).

### 2.3.2 Conversation actions

A conversation action is defined within the scope of a scenario, belongs to a role and consists of a procedure $\pi$ (connector to internal agent logic) and two elementary communication operations: message reception and transmission. Action execution implies that:

- received messages satisfy defined message reception conditions (communicative preconditions) $\rho$,
- an internal agent’s procedure $\pi$ is executed,
- all messages generated by internal agent’s procedure conform to message transmission conditions (communicative postconditions) $\sigma$.

Agent’s internal procedure $\pi$ will not be invoked until all of the expected messages arrive and agent is in the adequate conversation state. In case of com-
communication timeout, a special message (containing terminating performative) is inserted in place of an expected one and the procedure is invoked. Three types of conversation actions exist in scenarios:

- Scenario triggering action definition does not define message reception operation. As the first action in a scenario, there are no messages to be received (line 10).

- Regular action is defined with all three action elements, and is characterized by a typical reactive behavior (line 26).

- Conversation terminating action characterized by absence of a message transmission operation, and is usually the last action in scenario (line 89).

### 2.3.3 Action conditions

Message reception and transmission conditions are defined with respect to message performative(s) and message originating agent(s). A message reception condition $\rho$ of an action $a$ defines circumstances under which a received message or a set of received messages is to be passed to a procedure implementing internal agent logic. A condition consists of a list of expected message performatives and their originating agents, and can form complex expressions using logical operators. Definition of message transmission condition $\sigma$ is similar to the previously described reception condition $\rho$. This condition describes circumstances (i.e. message performatives) under which a message or a set of messages, resulting from an execution of an internal agent logic procedure, will be sent to corresponding agents.

A simple communicative action condition is formed of an atomic communicative condition consisting of a required message performative and a target or source agent reference (examples on lines 11 and 15). A more flexible atomic condition definition is allowed by stating a list of required performatives separated by the $|$ operator (operator or), effectively achieving ‘one of performatives’ semantics (lines 23 and 32).

Complex conditions are formed of a number of atomic conditions combined using logical operators or and and ($\parallel$ and &) in conjunction with parenthesis as grouping operator (lines 22 and 23). The complexity of such conditions is not limited by the language constructs, but only by their logical consistency. The ability to define compound conditions for reception of messages enables system designers to describe complex and concurrent conversations among many agents, while retaining a strict control over passing received messages to internal agent logic.

Sequential nature of conversations among agents can be described using only simple conditions, and stems from the very nature of sequential conversation
description in SDLMAS. In the example scenario, driveGroupB coordinator first contacts SchedulerProxy agents (line 16), and only after all of the responses are collected (line 37) proposals from PowerSource agents are requested (line 38).

Expressing parallelism in conversations among agents of different types requires usage of complex conversation conditions. For example, driveGroupB Coordinator accepts or rejects SchedulerProxy and PowerSource proposals in parallel (lines 48 and 49), effectively defining a ‘conversation span’ point (decideOnPwrAllocationSource) and a corresponding ‘conversation join’ point in action collectPwrAllocationCommits (lines 73 and 74). Further, conversations can gain parallelism even more, as new conversation threads span following the scenario definition (lines 22 and 32 as implicit conversation span and join points, where SchedulerProxy agent contacts all Scheduler agents in its group).

Portions of scenario can be made optional by using or operators in defining conversation conditions. For example, the complex outbound condition on lines 16 and 17 permits scenario to end without involving agents other than drive3 and driveGroupB in conversation at all. If message #INFORM_RESULT is sent as a result of execution of procedure receivePwrAllocationRequest, it is collected by drive3 agent on line 90 and the scenario ends gracefully.

2.3.4 Agent references

Agent references are used in definitions of action conditions, and represent single agent or groups of agents to whom messages are to be sent or from whom messages are to be received. All the agent references used in scenarios must be declared in the agent declaration section of SDLMAS file. A reference is characterized by its type (agent role), cardinality (single or group) and binding method. Five agent reference types are used within SDLMAS scenario definition: verbatim, variable, anonymous, group and group variable references.

Verbatim reference is fixed at scenario definition and denotes exactly one (named) agent. Line 76 of the example contains a message transmission condition that uses a verbatim reference; the message is sent specifically to an agent named “battery”. Verbatim reference is usually used when referring to a one-of-a-role agent in the system (as “battery” agent is the only agent of type PowerStorage in the system).

Variable references, prefixed with $, are initially not bound to a particular agent and must be set ‘internally’ by the agent logic during a new conversation context (i.e. scenario instance) initialization. In issuePwrAllocationRequest action (line 11), an agent of type Planner initiates a ConsumerPowerRequest scenario by sending a REQUEST message to its coordinator agent. The coordinator agent must be determined by each planer agent separately, as not all Planner agents belong to the same coordinator.
Anonymous references, prefixed with @, are also initially not bound. In contrast to variable references, agent binding occurs externally and is performed by the framework itself during creation of a new conversation context. Line 15 contains an example of an anonymous reference usage, where binding occurs the moment a REQUEST message is received from one of the Planner agents and a new conversation context (scenario instance in the coordinator agent) is created.

Group references, enclosed within < >, denote all agents of a particular type (role) present in the system at the moment a conversation context is created. Group reference membership can change (decrease) as conversation with a particular group member can be terminated at any time during a scenario execution. At line 16 of the scenario example, a coordinator agent dispatches a CFP message to all of the agents playing the SchedulerProxy role, and at line 37 collects all the responses from those agents. Agents that have sent a #REFUSE message are removed from the group and the conversation with them is terminated automatically.

Group variable references, enclosed within <$ >, differ from group references only in the method of group population; while group references are populated externally (by the SDLMAS runtime), group variable references are populated by internal agent logic, the same as variable references. Group variable reference usage example can be found at line 22, where a scheduler proxy agent sends a CFP message to all the scheduler agents it coordinates and line 32 where responses are collected.

Variable and anonymous reference bindings exist as long as the enclosing conversation context exists. Multiple conversation contexts active on the same agent have distinct bindings of variable, anonymous, group and group variable references.

2.3.5 Performative types

One of the major challenges in managing conversations within a multi-agent system, apart from handling multiple and parallel conversation states, is to correctly detect when the conversation between two agents needs to be terminated. In some cases it can be implicitly realized from a scenario description, such as lack of σ in action definition, but in most cases it must be explicitly stated. Terminating performatives explicitly indicate an end of a conversation context and are prefixed with #. Terminating performatives both at sending and receiving conversation actions need to be appropriately marked. Non-terminating performatives are called conversational performatives and they preserve the active conversation context.

The simple example of a terminating performative can be found at line 17 (message reception at line 90), where coordinator informs planner agent that its request is accepted and no further conversation is necessary. More complex
example involves a group of scheduler agents (line 32) individually returning either conversational PROPOSE (retain group membership) or terminating #REFUSE (evicted from the group) performative.

2.3.6 Modeling interactions with SDLMAS

In order to describe interactions within a multi-agent system using SDLMAS, we propose the following steps to be performed:

1. **Agent role identification.** Following the analysis of system interactions (usually available in the form of sequence diagrams or free text), a union of agent types (i.e. roles) at the system level has to be identified and respective agents and their types defined in SDLMAS.

2. **Generalization of interactions.** During the scenario definition process a number of generalizations can be introduced, mainly by substituting concrete agent names with anonymous, variable and group names. Generalized scenarios can be made more flexible and applicable in a wider number of cases (different pairs/groups of interacting agents), as well as scalable with respect to number of participating agents.

3. **Definition of conversation actions.** For each group of received or transmitted messages a definition of a conversation action is needed. Expressiveness of such actions is significantly higher than those of sequence diagrams, requiring definition of message transmission and reception constraints. Each action also must be provided a name of internal agent logic procedure invoked upon successful reception of all incoming messages.

4. **Terminating performatives.** All terminating performatives must be identified and appropriately marked.

2.4 Relation between SDLMAS and ACL

The SDLMAS, as a declarative language for scenario description, relies on the FIPA ACL [ACL] language in such way that the message aspect of the SDL-MAS language is mapped into the ACL messages during code generation. The SDLMAS borrows some concepts from the ACL in order to make this mapping as seamless as possible. More specifically, it explicitly uses concept of performatives in scenario description, which will consequently be used to create ACL messages with appropriate message performatives. Few other aspects are also used within the SDLMAS platform. Conversation id is used for identification of particular conversation, especially in case of several simultaneous conversations. Sender and receiver parameters are used also to define corresponding agents according to scenario description while ontology parameter is used as a container for a communication of agent internal states ontology.
3 SDLMAS Platform

SDLMAS platform provides tools and a framework for implementation and runtime support of multi-agent systems whose interactions are modeled using SDLMAS scenario description language.

3.1 Platform Components

A multi-agent system based on the SDLMAS platform consists of the three component groups: a generic SDLMAS component (Management agent), application-specific SDLMAS components (Application agents) and underlying agent platform components (ORB and Naming Service agent).

The SDLMAS platform components rely on resources and functionality provided by target agent platform, such as thread management and multithreaded execution of agents, FIPA compliant messaging etc. Naming service must also be provided by the target platform, and is used as a central registry of application agents currently active in the system. Upon their successful initialization, all agents are required to register with the Naming Service agent, and to deregister prior to their deactivation. Accurate information stored in the registry is crucial for correct behavior of late agent reference binding mechanism:

- Before an anonymous reference is bound to a real agent, an agent’s type (role) is verified using the information from the registry.
- When a group reference is populated, all agents of the required type (role) are collected from the registry.

Management agent provides a support for bootstrapping and initialization of a multi-agent system based on provided global and agent-specific configurations. This agent is a mandatory system element.

Functionality of a multi-agent system is based on individual functionalities of system-constituting entities and on effects of interaction among those entities.
Each SDLMAS application agent is assigned a specific role in the system and strictly conforms to prescribed interaction patterns for that role. Consequently, portions of the implementation code related to an interaction are generated from scenario descriptions, and must not be modified by agent developers. Other portions of agent code, related to internal agent logic, are free for developers to design and implement.

The following procedure is followed on system start-up: (1) Naming Service and Management agents are started, (2) a number of application agents are started by the Management agent (optional), (3) application agents register at the Agent registry (Naming Service agent), (4) a number of scenarios are initiated by the Management agent based on system configuration files, with specified application agents as their initiators.

### 3.2 Code Generation from Scenario definitions

The process of converting a SDLMAS scenario definition to a source code for a target agent platform is depicted on [Fig. 4].

A text file containing agent type declarations and scenario definitions is converted to an internal model, suitable for both scenario validation and code generation. Source code for the target agent platform is generated by employing the platform-specific set of code templates. This approach allows both easy re-targeting of generated agent code and requires only a modest effort in developing support for a new agent platform or programming language. Generated source entities are divided into two main categories: model-level entities, shared among many system components, and scenario-level entities, containing role- and scenario-specific implementation of agent communication behavior.

Two code generation tools have been developed for converting SDLMAS scenario definitions to platform code; a command line based tool and an Eclipse
The plug-in allows for easier syntax checking, model transformation and validation, as well as navigation between scenario definition and generated implementation code. Internal interaction model is stored in an EMF-based model [EMF] and JET templates are used for generating the Java code. At the moment only the JADE platform [JADE] is supported.

Three main layers can be identified within a SDLMAS agent implementation (see Fig. 6): platform abstraction, SDLMAS platform and application layers.

*Platform Abstraction Layer* is the layer closest to the target agent platform,
abstracting the specificities of platform programming interfaces and semantics and providing the SDLMAS Platform layer with a unified interface towards the target platform resources. This layer takes the form of a library and is highly agent-platform and language dependent, thus must be developed for each new platform the SDLMAS is ported to.

**SDLMAS Platform Layer** consists of two sub layers. Generic components sub layer implements scenario- and role- independent functionality, and is provided in a form of a library, whereas Scenario-dependant sub layer originates from a process of code generation from SDLMAS scenario definitions. This sub layer contains necessary functionality for handling conversation contexts, tracking conversation progress, enforcing message reception and transmission conditions and invoking internal agent logic procedures.

**Application Logic Layer** encapsulates agent’s application logic, and presents the only part of the agent’s implementation where additional code must be added by developers. Application logic is implemented as a set of activities (invocations of method skeletons) asynchronously executed within a context of a scenario instance.

### 3.3 Platform run-time behavior

Generating implementation code from SDLMAS scenario descriptions and providing a runtime support for multi-agent system execution basically requires a paradigm shift; from declarative interaction-centric approach of scenario definition to agent-centric approach of managing conversation states, active actions, message buffers etc. The following text presents only general concepts of platform runtime and depicts relations between language and runtime elements.

#### 3.3.1 Scenario Execution

Scenario execution for an agent playing a scenario role takes a form of sequential execution of conversation actions belonging to that role. Order of those actions is determined by their relative position in the scenario definition.

Scenario can be triggered using two methods: external or internal. External method is used by the Management agent, and relies on sending a `SCENARIO_-START` message to an agent who is to trigger the requested scenario. This approach does violate one of the key agent properties - autonomy, but is included due to its practical value, especially in bootstrapping the system or to achieve repetitive scenario execution. Internal scenario start method is used within agent logic implementation, i.e. an agent autonomously decides to trigger a certain scenario, possibly as a result of other scenario execution. To start a specific scenario, the agent must be of type (role) that contains a scenario triggering action. Scenario cannot be triggered using external method if its scenario triggering action uses agent references other than group or verbatim.
A conversation context denotes an independent scenario instance execution within an agent (context owner). It encapsulates all the elements forming the scenario instance state, i.e. the states of all the agent’s conversations, current message reception and transmission conditions and the currently active conversation action. New conversation context can be created as a consequence of two different events. The first event is the activation of the scenario triggering action, regardless of the activation method used (external or internal). This conversation context is called a primary conversation context and is a parent context to all the conversation contexts created during the scenario instance execution. In this case the initiator and the owner of the context is the agent that triggered the scenario. A conversation context is also created when an agent receives a message that activates the first conversation action in a scenario for a role the agent plays. The initiator of this context is the agent that initiated the conversation (triggered the context creation).

In most cases, a conversation context is terminated (i.e. scenario instance execution within an agent ends) when the conversation between the context initiator and the context owner is terminated. Another cause of context termination can be the lack of message reception or transmission conditions in an active conversation action, preventing an agent to proceed with interaction.

### 3.3.2 Conversations

During the course of one scenario instance execution, an agent can be involved in many parallel conversations with other agents. At least one conversation is present, with an agent that initiated the conversation context (scenario instance). Each conversation, the agent is involved in, is characterized by a unique conversation identifier and its state maintained in a state variable.

Conversation state change can only occur within the context of a conversation action, as a consequence of a conversation message being received and/or transmitted. If received, transmitted or both messages are conversational (i.e. contain conversational performatives), the conversation state is changed after the conversation action finishes. However, if received or transmitted message is a terminating message (i.e. contains a terminating performative), conversation state is immediately changed to ‘exit’ and the conversation is terminated. Conversation can also be moved to ‘exit’ state if the executed action is the last scenario action for a particular role the agent is playing. [Fig. 7] depicts state transitions in a simple ContractNet example where an Initiator1 request proposals from two participants. Initiator1 creates a conversation context containing two independent conversations with participants. The conversations will progress in parallel until one of them is terminated by #REJECT message, sent by Initiator1. Initiator1 will remove conversation with Participant2 from
its own conversation context and continue only with Participant1. Similarly, conversation context on Participant2 side will also be destroyed.

Pronouncing a conversation as terminated is not the only step that needs to be taken; scenario conversation actions may still enforce message reception and transmission conditions including atomic conditions involving agents that are no longer reachable. Without conducting the constraint elimination procedure on all existing reception and transmission conditions currently defined within the scenario instance, the system would end in a deadlock or its execution being seriously affected by a large number of timeouts. An example of a condition elimination procedure is presented on [Fig. 8], where a transmission condition is eliminated in Participant2 agent (received a terminating message from Initiator1), and a reception condition is eliminated in Initiator1 agent (terminated conversation with Participant2 by sending him a #REJECT message).

3.3.3 Conversation Actions

Conversation actions are atomic units of scenario execution. Each agent performing a certain role is characterised by a sequence of scenario-specific conversation actions. As defined in the SDLMAS language specification, for an action to be triggered a set of messages conforming to the action’s reception conditions must be received. As a consequence of successful action execution, the messages are sent to various scenario participants and the agent’s current conversation action is changed.
Message reception process is a three-step process involving scenario instance routing, message expectance verification and conversation action triggering. In the first step, an active scenario instance within an agent is selected according to the scenario identifier field value of the received message, and the message is forwarded to its message handling subsystem. In the second step, a message expectance is determined according to the basis of several factors:

- current scenario conversation action defining message reception conditions,
- current conversation state,
- message originating agent,
- message performative.

If there is at least one atomic reception condition within the current conversation action’s message reception condition whose source and type (performative) match the received message’s source and type, the message is considered to be
expected. Expected messages are forwarded to conversation action’s message buffer, while non-expected messages are discarded.

The third step, triggered by a buffer message insertion, involves checking the message reception constraint satisfaction. If the set of messages currently present in the conversation action’s message buffer satisfies the action’s compound reception constraint, conversation action execution is triggered. A set of messages satisfying the constraint is forwarded to the action procedure implementation along with an outgoing message template. The SDLMAS platform does not prescribe any constraints on implementation of conversation action procedures, just expects that all the outgoing messages, according to the forwarded template, are properly formed and they conform to message transmission conditions.

A timeout mechanism is invoked if the active action’s reception conditions are not satisfied for a specified time period. When timeout occurs, all expected but not received messages are provided by the platform run-time with the \#TIMEOUT terminating performative set, and the conversation action execution is triggered.

Message transmission conditions determine a set of allowable combinations of outgoing messages (characterized by their performatives) and their receivers. No explicit consistency checking mechanisms are employed; an implicit one is used by providing an outgoing message template structure during procedure invocation. Agent logic implementers are advised to use provided outgoing message templates. Outgoing implementers are advised to use provided outgoing message templates. Outgoing message template contains an allowed set of outgoing messages with a limited number of selectable performatives and preset receiver agents, valid at the point of scenario execution.

### 3.3.4 Security

Providing security in multi-agent systems does not require addressing of only standard security issues present in multi-user distributed systems, but several MAS-specific issues as well [FIPA 01] [Poggi et al. 01] [Novák et al. 03]. Existing multi-agent platforms generally combine two approaches to usage of security mechanisms with regards to agent implementation. **Transparent** mechanisms are implemented at the infrastructural level and do not influence the implementation of agents forming the multi-agent application. In contrast, **opaque** mechanisms are used to implement security at the application level and require explicit usage of security API within agent implementation code.

The SDLMAS platform security and security of applications built on top of the SDLMAS platform rely solely on security mechanisms provided by the target agent platform or its security extensions. For example, SDLMAS for JADE as a target agent platform requires JADE Security add-on [JADE-S] to provide security mechanisms for the developed application. Basic security is achieved using only transparent security mechanisms provided by the add-on: principal-based resource usage authorization and secure communication among platform
containers is configured using respective configuration files, requiring no changes in the original SDLMAS for JADE platform code or in implementation of application agents.

However, such an approach does not resolve security issues related to integrity and/or confidentiality of exchanged messages and authorized usage of SDL-MAS platform security-critical services. SDLMAS platform contains three such security-critical services: (1) agent registration/deregistration with the Naming Service agent, (2) adding/revoking group change notification subscriptions and (3) external scenario triggering. To resolve mentioned issues, it is necessary to employ opaque target platform security mechanisms within a SDLMAS platform implementation for signing and/or encryption of exchanged messages.

We are in the process of deriving a secure SDLMAS for JADE-S platform implementation from existing SDLMAS for JADE platform by using JADE-S provided opaque security mechanisms. Required modifications are confined to the Platform Abstraction Layer, where all the messages shall be signed and encrypted automatically. In this way we will, transparently to the application agent implementation layer, ensure integrity and confidentiality of exchanged agent messages, and enforce authorized access to security-critical platform services (for example, only the Management agent will be allowed to externally trigger scenarios).

In our future work we plan to address fine-grained communication security among agents by allowing declaration of security-related information within scenario descriptions in concert with adding target platform-independent security sub layer within the SDLMAS Platform layer.

4 Related Work

In the last few decades, numerous methodologies for development of agent-based systems appeared as a part of an initiative to formalize and define the process of design and implementation of multi-agent systems. Agent interactions are not usually treated separately as they are seen as an ingredient element of activities like design, development or deployment of such systems. In general, the majority of models [Gmez-Sanz et al. 03] [Wood et al. 00] [Wooldridge et al. 00] are based on AUML [AUML], Petri Nets [Cost et al. 99] or state-chart diagrams. Although AUML achieved significant level of popularity, generally for its visual representation, it lacks the expressiveness required due to the multi-lateral nature of agent interactions [Paurobally et al. 03a]. Additionally, the diagrams can become hard to read if they need to describe slightly more complicated conversations with several agents involved. Also, they do not include mapping definitions between interaction protocols and agent’s internal actions which makes this language impractical for rapid agent development by automatic code generation.
Petri Nets are also not very appropriate for interaction description due to their lack of clarity and scalability [Richters et al. 98] [Paurobally et al. 03b], especially for protocols like Contract-Net [Purvis et al. 02]. State-charts have clearer representation of interaction protocols but they are still missing clear definition of relationship between protocol execution and an agent’s business logic.

The model described in [Bratman et al. 88] is based on a belief-desire-intention (BDI) scheme where an agent tries to fulfill its own goals by executing tasks based on own knowledge base about environment. Although the model influenced definitions of widely accepted FIPA and ACL [FIPA] standards, it suffers from the “semantic verification” problem [Wooldridge 00] where it is not possible to guarantee the equal understanding of ontology terms by all agents involved.

The MAP language [Walton 03] for dialogue protocol definition is based on the principles found in Electronic Institutions [Estava et al. 01] while its semantics is inspired by logic which is basis for communication and parallel systems [Milner 89]. The key concept of the language is the decomposition of a dialogue into scenes. A scene can be seen as an interaction context within which agents are communicating with each other. A scene also contributes to a better organization of complex multi-agent systems by enabling start of interactions only when all agents are present within a given scene, or, by preventing agents to leave a scene before a dialogue completes. Another key concept is an agent’s role, a certain set of behaviors that an agent will adopt during interactions. An agent adopts an interaction protocol based on the role it plays. The language also allows agents to interact asynchronously and simultaneously which might cause unforeseen system activities, even if a well-structured protocol is introduced in order to guarantee system’s emergent behavior. A potential solution to this problem lies in the exhaustive search of the entire dialogue space in order to check potential conflicting protocol definitions, such as loops or deadlocks during interactions [Clarke et al. 99]. It is important to note that this language is not based on message flows.

Another attempt to represent agent interactions and roles in a standardized way resulted in the appearance of AgentUML (or AUML) [Huget 04]. The UML standard is taken as the base in order to mitigate a paradigm shift from object-oriented to agent-based concepts, and to enable standardized notation for analysis, design and implementation of agent systems. UML class diagram is amended in order to include concepts of roles and behaviors while sequence diagram is extended by specificities of agent interactions. Visual representation of agent dialogues is one of the advantages of the AgentUML. In order to achieve practical usability, it is necessary to define the ways of its transformation into textual notation of protocols, and various language transitions are proposed [Warmer et al. 99] [Winikoff 05]. In spite of these efforts, AUML lacks enough representation capabilities of agent’s states, which causes an inability to define
conditions under which messages can be received or sent by an agent. Although AUML lacks some features mentioned above, it has influenced other language designs [Warmer et al. 99] [Winikoff 05] [Dinkloh et al. 05] [Huget 02] and modeling frameworks [Quenum et al. 06]. The OCL language [Warmer et al. 99] is the way to represent UML in a textual format and it can be used to represent AUML too but it was shown to have limited usability in [Richters et al. 98].

The IOM/T language [Doi et al. 05] introduces a formal way of mapping interaction protocol from AUML and in general emerged from a tendency to strictly define protocols in a textual notation. Unlike the MAP language, the language is based on message flow which means the definitions of protocol-related agent activities are not separated but defined in the single definition. Unfortunately it lacks some important characteristics related to scenario descriptions.

Firstly, there is no explicit definition of message performative used in conversations. A protocol is defined as a sequence of messages whose character is determined by corresponding performatives. If the language lacks formal explicit definition of message performatives, message validity needs to be performed within the agent’s business logic. This increases the complexity of the logic implementation with additional performance penalties since irrelevant or protocol-incompatible messages will not be immediately ignored after their arrival but during their processing. Furthermore, it is not possible to determine the differences between conversational and terminating performatives which prevents an agent to explicitly recognize a conversation completion. Since there is no clear distinction between performative types, it is also not possible to define conditions under which messages can be forwarded to the business logic or just ignored.

Secondly, the cardinality of agent instances is bound to the protocol implementation inside of agent’s internal logic. The protocol description is linked with the given scenario and the number of agent instances in a dialogue. If it is required to change a cardinality of agent instances, the protocol description needs to be modified too in order to reflect this update since the business logic defines the interaction description including agent instance cardinality. Consequently, it is not possible to change number of instances of a particular agent without re-implementing the internal implementation.

Thirdly, an implementation of agent’s internal logic is language-dependent on the JADE agent platform [JADE], which disables possibility of usage IOM/T language in another agent platform.

Q Language [Ishida 02] is another language for interaction protocol definition in a textual form. Its main purpose is to define interactions with a user or other agents on behalf of a user. Consequently, it is not based on message flows in the way that SDLMAS is. Typically, scenario description will be considered only from the point of view of one agent who is supposed to interact with other parties assuming their prior knowledge about the scenario they are supposed to follow.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented the SDLMAS framework for rapid design, development and runtime support of multi-agent systems. The framework consists of a declarative language for description of interactions within a multi-agent system, tools for description and model manipulation, and a runtime framework.

The presented language is a declarative one, describing external system behavior in a form of a set of interaction scenarios, where each scenario describes an interaction episode (a trace of communication) among a group of agents. The interaction-centric perspective the SDLMAS language takes proves to be far simpler and more intuitive than agent-centric approaches, yet providing enough expressiveness, flexibility and scalability in describing complex and interwoven interactions.

Scenario descriptions are transformed into a target agent platform’s program code, and in conjunction with target platform and platform-specific SDLMAS runtime support, form a basis of a functional multi-agent system. This transformation of interaction-centric scenario descriptions into agent-centric implementation code required both a paradigm shift and a careful mapping of language constructs to runtime constructs, in order to avoid inconsistencies between declared and runtime system behavior.

By using SDLMAS, an effort invested in design and implementation of interaction related portions of multi-agent systems is significantly reduced, allowing more resources to be dedicated to higher functional aspects of developed systems.

One of the current limitations of the SDLMAS framework is a lack of explicit support for loops within scenario descriptions. A language construct for specifying timing aspects of message reception constraints would also contribute to usability of the framework. These limitations, in conjunction with an effort to support agent platforms other than JADE, will be addressed in our future work as a part of continuous improvement of the SDLMAS platform.
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